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1. Overview 

 

This thesis contains a detailed description of project work in the design, build, installation, 

troubleshooting, and operations of multiple photovoltaic (PV) data acquisition and monitoring systems 

across Hawaii in support of the Hawaiian Electric Company’s (HECO) Sun Power for Schools (SPS) 

program.  Teaming with the Hawaii Department of Education, the SPS program installs PV systems on 

the rooftops of public schools across Hawaii.  A primary goal of the HECO SPS program is to teach and 

spread awareness of Hawaii’s solar potential.  As illustrated in Figure 1 below *1], SPS brings community 

leaders from HECO together with local students interested in solar energy.   In a broader sense, the SPS 

project supports HECO’s interest in renewable energy and their need for more comprehensive data and 

modeling to enable effective integration of PV and other renewable energy sources into future smart 

grid systems in the state of Hawaii.   

The work presented in this thesis specifically details the design, installation and operations of a 

total of 8 SPS sites that were installed with high speed data monitoring units developed by a project 

team at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UH). These units were developed at UH to enable real-time 

monitoring and transient system analysis of PV performance and power generation under varying 

environmental conditions in Hawai‘i.  An important goal was the establishment of standard and reliable 

high-speed PV monitoring systems across Hawai‘i to facilitate the development of statewide mapping of 

the time-varying solar resource, and to provide a better understanding of the impacts of PV power 

integrated into current grid systems or possible future smart grid systems. This thesis includes a brief 

history of the HECO SPS project, as well as a detailed description of the UH work in developing and 

deploying the new high-speed PV monitoring systems.  Included are details of the hardware and 

software design parameters, the sensor and instrumentation, system build and deployment, system 

integration troubleshooting, and calibration procedures.  Case studies are also presented using high-

speed data acquired at three of the installed SPS sites.  In case study 1, transient analysis reveals real-

time fluctuations in PV power production previously unseen by 15-minute averaged data.   In case study 

2, system performance is compared at two sites with different PV technologies.   
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Figure 1.1:  HECO Sun Power for Schools Program which installs rooftop photovoltaic systems with 

performance and environmental monitoring features at public school sites across Hawai‘i *1+. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

 The motivation for this work was to support HECO and SPS in their current initiatives to develop 

new power production systems based on renewable energy resources such as solar energy.   The 

urgency for alternate energy sources stems from the ever-approaching energy crisis.  Ranking just 

behind food and water, energy has proven to be one of the most vital resources for modern life. Today, 

the largest consumption of energy comes by the burning of fossil fuels.  However, while being the 

world’s most popular choice, fossil fuels come with a few major drawbacks; besides the greenhouse gas 

producing CO2 byproduct, one distinct disadvantage is the finite availability of oil.  According to the 

United States Energy Information Administration (EIA), the world consumption of oil and liquid fuels 

were 86.7 million barrels per day (bbl/d) in 2010 and projected to reach 89.7 million bbl/d by 2012 [2].  

If there is no increase in the world consumption from 2010 and no change to world reserves of oil 

estimated in 2009 at 1,342.207 billion barrels [2], oil could completely run out within the next 35 years.   

In the U.S., oil consumption is 19.15 million bbl/d or more than one-fifth the world’s total.  With U.S. oil 

reserves estimated at 21.317 billion barrels, again with no changes to consumption or reserves, we 
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could deplete our domestic supply of oil in 3 years.  Obviously the production of oil will not stop 

overnight but the fact still remains that there is a need for alternate energy sources.    

 According to the EIA Annual Energy Review [3], in 2009 the U.S. produced 78% of its total energy 

from fossil fuels while only 11% came from renewable sources.  In Figure 2 below, no individual 

renewable source produced more than 6% of the U.S. total energy.  As a result, the U.S. produced 2,152 

million metric tons of climate changing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.  

 

 

Figure 1.2: EIA Annual Energy Review for 2009, total primary energy production by source.  Numbers 

represent percentage of total U.S. energy production. 

 

In Hawai‘i, the energy reliance on fossil fuels is even more staggering.  Despite having an abundance of 

natural resources, Hawai‘i derives 90% of its primary energy coming from oil making it the most oil 

dependent state in the nation *4+.  Consequently, Hawai‘i’s price of electricity is more than twice the 

U.S. national average.   
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Figure 1.3: Hawai‘i’s primary energy production *4+. 

 

 

Particularly in places such as Hawai‘i, abundant natural resources and renewable energy technologies 

present a viable replacement for the fossil fuels used to power the United States of today.  One such 

method strongly being looked upon to help the U.S. reduce its dependency on oil is the promising 

technology of solar energy.  Harnessing solar energy or power from the sun, for example through 

photovoltaic (PV) solar to electricity generation, present a nearly endless supply of energy providing 

36,000 TW annually to land on earth and 2,000 TW to the U.S. alone [5].  This great amount of energy 

more than meets the global demand which is estimated to be between 13-15 TW [6].  However, not 

without its own drawbacks, PV suffers from a number of disadvantages.  The main problem is that solar 

energy is only available during the daytime under conditions of unobstructed sunlight.  PV provides an 

intermittent power source with zero power generation at night and with reduced output due to 

sensitivity to weather effects such as cloud cover.  Intermittency, however, is a problem found not just 

in PV but in all renewables which would be unsuitable for grid connections without suitable mechanisms 

for transmission, storage, and power conditioning [7].   

The “smart grid” is one approach intended to solve intermittency problems with renewable 

power sources.  Combining real time sensing and control, the latest in power and storage technologies, 
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a smart grid will rapidly diagnose and solve issues dealing with intermittent generation and unstable 

loads [8]. For example, a PV system tied to a smart grid may experience cloud coverage for a few 

minutes under normal conditions.  Using integrated sensors, the smart grid will see an unexpected dip in 

power generation.  To balance the loss in power a spinning reserve is used until the sensors see the 

power rise back to expected levels.  Below, Figure 1.4 shows the U.S. Department of Energy’s vision of a 

future smart grid combining renewable sources with energy storage.  

 

Figure 1.4: The smart grid as an “enabling engine,” an illustration of how a smart grid will integrate 

storage and renewable generation for reliable power [8]. 

Before a large scale penetration of PV into the grid or smart integration can be achieved, data 

must be collected to enable modeling of PV performance in a grid-connected environment.  In the U.S., 

efforts have been started by the Natural Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), a laboratory of the U.S. 

Department of Energy.  In Hawai‘i, efforts to further PV to grid knowledge have also started, for 

example, with the “Sun Power for Schools” (SPS) program.  A collaborative effort with HECO Utilities, 

Hawai‘i Department of Education and Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute at UH, SPS was created to 

monitor the performance of PV systems on rooftops of 34 public schools at locations scattered across 

the state.  Other related smaller scale projects have been initiated at UH with some shared objectives 

and approaches.   For example, the “Sustainable Saunders” project was created by a HECO and 
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University of Hawai‘i partnership.  Through this program, the Saunders Hall building at the University of 

Hawai‘i at Mānoa was fitted with power monitoring sensors to bring awareness of power consumption 

at building and throughout the campus.  In addition, “Green Holmes Hall Initiative” (GHHI) is an 

infrastructure project at the University of Hawai‘i under the Renewable Energy and Island Sustainability 

(REIS) Center.  This project includes College of Engineering and its students to create and learn about 

smart grid with power generation and storage components.   

Even with these projects in place, there is still a great need for more data collection, 

organization and analysis to support strategies for industrial deployment of renewable on the grid.  

According to Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), there is a need for “high-resolution, time-

synchronized data for understanding the feasibility of wide-spread distributed photovoltaic (PV) systems 

in different regions, different system scale, and circuit penetration levels” *9+.  “Data on photovoltaic 

costs and performance in Hawai‘i are very limited,” according to a report by the Hawai‘i Department of 

Business, Economic Development, and Tourism (DBEDT) [10].  Utilizing the SPS project already in place, 

HECO  has worked under contract with Eric L. Miller, Ph.D. of the Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) 

to design, create, install and troubleshoot a new rapid, high resolution data acquisition to satisfy this 

demand for more knowledge.  Through several years of work, this effort has evolved into the successful 

SPS site deployment and data mining activities reported in this thesis.  

 

1.2 Objectives of project 

 

An important objective of the project work presented in this thesis was the establishment of 

standard and reliable high-speed PV monitoring systems across Hawai‘i with efficient networking and 

data-basing capabilities.  The overarching goal of this effort supports the development of statewide 

maps of the time-varying solar resource and how this impacts integration of PV power into current grid 

systems or possible future smart grid systems.   The work was performed by a project team at UH 

coordinated by faculty and graduate students at HNEI, and including undergraduate engineering 

students through the “PV Demonstration Project” under the Electrical Engineering (EE) Department’s 

x96 design program.  Original work under the HECO-UH subcontract focused on the troubleshooting of 

existing SPS systems installed in prior years which had fallen to disrepair.  After several years of 

successful work in this area, the project was expanded to include the development and deployment of a 
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new data monitoring system with high-speed data collection and networking capabilities, intended to 

replace the older SPS installations, and to serve as a standard platform for all new additional SPS 

installations. 

The specific work included in this thesis represents an important subset of the expanded HECO-

UH SPS project.  The primary objectives of this work, which will be discussed in detail in following 

chapters, included: 

1. The upgrade, modification and standardization of the PV system performance and 

environmental monitoring hardware, including sensor systems for the measurement of 

output PV power to the grid, insolation, temperature and wind speed.  

2. The upgrade, modification and standardization of the data acquisition and control 

system hardware, including the development of an integrated system based on National 

Instruments Compact RIO (cRIO®) hardware platform. 

3. The upgrade modification and standardization of the data acquisition and networking 

software including integrated software system based on National Instruments 

LabVIEW® software platform and compatible data transfer protocols. 

4. The build and laboratory testing of eight SPS monitoring installations based on the new 

standardized instrumentation, hardware and software, including new high-speed data 

acquisition and storage systems, as well as back-compatibility with outputs from the old 

SPS installations. 

5. The site deployment, troubleshooting and calibration of the eight new SPS monitoring 

systems, specifically at Wheeler Middle School, Castle High School, Kahuku Intermediate 

& High School, Kawananakoa Middle School, Mililani High School, Waipahu High School, 

Washington Middle School and Moanalua Middle School.   

6. The collection, management and initial analysis of the acquired date from the eight SPS 

monitoring systems for purposes of starting models of PV-integrated grid systems for 

potential large scale deployment in smart-grid configurations. 

A critical synergistic objective has been the training of UH engineering students in photovoltaic 

technology and data acquisition systems.   Also, important side goals have included leveraging of the 

work done in advancing SPS to facilitate advances in other related statewide PV research efforts, 

including UH’s Green Holmes Hall Initiative (GHHI).   
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1.3. Scope of thesis work  

 

 The scope of the work presented in this thesis represents progress in meeting the project 

objectives in the design, build, installation, troubleshooting, operations and data analysis for eight 

specific SPS installations deployed since the Fall of 2009.   Taking over the administrative duties from Dr. 

Eric L. Miller in the Fall of 2009, I have been in charge of planning, management and execution of the 

UH-HNEI part of the Sun Power for Schools program. As a part of meeting the SPS project requirements 

over the 2 year span, participation of UH Electrical Engineering x96 project students has been vital.  As 

such, I have taught, mentored and administered over 30 of these students in over 5 semester periods 

(including one summer session).  Directing as many as 20 students at one time, every semester required 

extensive teaching of PV related knowledge and specific training in LabVIEW® software development, 

sensor functionality, electronic circuits, power systems, and hardware/device integration.  This was all 

performed while continually stressing the need for meeting project requirements for completing 

installation of the 8 SPS sites, and while always stressing the critical importance of maintaining proper 

safety practices at school sites and in our lab at UH.   

Under the contract from HECO, the original goal of the UH-HNEI team was to troubleshoot 

existing PV monitoring systems designed by Schott Solar Inc.  UH Electrical Engineering undergraduates 

were part of this team during the original project phase; and these students were able to learn about 

and gain valuable hands-on experience with PV generation and data acquisition systems.  After years of 

troubleshooting similar issues at schools across Oʻahu, the UH-HNEI team, with particular input from the 

EE students, was able to convince HECO that the closed, non-configurable program used by Schott Solar 

Inc. no longer satisfied the needs of the SPS program.  It also became evident that many of the original 

Schott Solar Inc. installations had been neglected and were in various states of disrepair shown in Figure 

1.5.  
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Figure 1.5: Neglected older systems with limited functionality installed by previous contractor. 

In 2008, the UH-HNEI project team began development of a newer customizable system.  With 

an open system at their fingertips, a high resolution, 1-second data acquisition system was designed.  To 

support the larger file sizes created by the increased save- and sample- rates, the non-volatile storage 

was increased to 2 gigabytes (GB) which is 1000 times more than the previous 2 megabyte (MB) storage.   

Allowing for remote connections, TCP/IP communications through school networks were used to 

replace dial-up modems that seldom worked.  This made acquisition easier as local site visits were no 

longer necessary for obtaining data.  Also utilizing this high speed connection added the ability of 

viewing data in real-time.  This was a major improvement over the old system which only allowed data 

to be viewed locally 15 minutes after it was sampled. 

Integrating all the new features together, an entire enclosed system design was created by the 

UH-SPS project team for the SPS school installations.  Constructed manually by project team members, 

custom boxes housing the new systems were designed as standalone units.  As described in detail in 

following chapters, these units incorporated National Instruments (NI) Compact RIO (cRIO®) system for 

high-powered on-site computational processing and high-speed data acquisition and collection; a 

battery for uninterrupted operation as well as temporary backup; terminals for sensor connections; and 

fused switch for power protection and on/off capabilities.  As part of each installation at the 8 targeted 

schools, project team members also installed, repaired and/or calibrated pyranometer, temperature, 

wind speed and power sensors to enable monitoring of environmental conditions and correlation with 
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the output PV power generation.   Figure 1.6 below shows an example of an installed DAS unit at 

Kawananakoa Middle School.  

 

Figure 1.6: Installed DAS box next to PV disconnect switch at Kawananakoa Middle School. 

During my graduate research I was given the responsibility of managing and supervising the 

design, installation, repair and troubleshooting of systems at the  8 targeted schools, 4 of which were 

retrofit or old system replacement and 4 were new installations. Each SPS school posed a unique set of 

requirements and challenges, and it was necessary to adapt the hardware and software of the base 

design for each case to ensure successful deployment. In charge of this effort, I was personally involved 

in all software, hardware, networking, documentation and outreach development activities, as will be 

detailed in Chapter 2.  As examples of software contribution, I was able to make substantial advances in 

the LabVIEW® programming for the SPS installations.  I programmed the daily collection of 1-second 

data that controls and organizes the saved transient data files. Additionally, in an attempt to combat 

network unresponsiveness, I also created network testing protocols in which the unit attempts 

connections to well-known, always-on sites such as google.com and microsoft.com.  If a single 

connection is successful, the unit will continue run as normal; otherwise the unit will reboot itself to try 

to reset its network connection.  Other software contributions included major revisions to the systems 
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configuration and start-up protocols.   For the project’s hardware “box builds” the collective team made 

contributions to the design, construction and installation.  My particular hardware contributions 

included teaching team members about components and their fit within the system, stressing the 

functionality of every hardware component and interconnection, which is critical for rigorous 

troubleshooting; as well as supervision of all required troubleshooting activities during the project.   

Keeping my responsibility of the network lead since my time as an undergraduate, I also maintained 

responsibility all communication and internet issues.  This process entailed much communication 

between me and the DOE’s Network Support Services Branch (NSSB) to open firewall ports or to 

troubleshoot network problems. Last, but not least, documenting everything about our SPS project work 

for school manuals, new members and future users was a vital part of the project.  In this I directed 

students and checked for accuracy CAD drawings of internals of the box, sensor placement and 

installation details for each schools worked on.  Also in these manuals were extensive write-ups of the 

system including “how-to” instructions for school administrators, including the complete CAD diagrams 

of each site.   

 In addition to the specific contributions in software, hardware, networking and documentation, 

a further critical aspect of my graduate work was the helping of others inside and outside of the SPS 

program.  Supporting other similar projects enhances the value of my own efforts for the future of 

renewable energies and smart grid.  For example, when the GHHI project began its renewable 

monitoring programs, the HNEI-SPS project was brought aboard to help with data acquisition for its 

years of experience.  Lending a version of our program, I also helped with the development of a new 

code.  With this assistance HNEI-SPS program has provided a strong influence GHHI’s research efforts.   

 

 

1.4. Structure of thesis 

 

 This thesis presents details of the successful UH-SPS system deployments at the eight selected 

sites, and highlights the usefulness of the data being collected at these sites.  The details of the design, 

build, install and troubleshooting of the UH-SPS systems are found in Chapter 2.  Chapter 3 presents 2 

case studies based on the PV and environmental data collected at three of the installed SPS sites.  Case 
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study 1 highlights the fluctuations in transient data and the need for real-time monitoring for eventual 

smart grid integration.  Case study 2 compares the performance of two systems with different PV 

technologies and age.  Finally, Chapter 4 includes conclusions and recommendations for future 

improvements in the collection and analysis of PV-installation data in Hawai‘i.   
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2. HECO Sun Power for Schools  

 

Sun Power for Schools (SPS) is a program operated by Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO) and its 

subsidiaries Hawai‘i Electric Light Company (HELCO) and Maui Electric Company (MECO), collectively 

“HECO Utilities.”  A collaborative effort by HECO Utilities and the Hawai‘i State Department of 

Education, the SPS program was created to monitor, analyze and educate the photovoltaic potential for 

the state of Hawai‘i.  Since its inception in 1997, there have been over 40,000 watts of grid-connected 

PV systems installed on the top of 34 public schools spanning across 5 islands: Oʻahu (HECO service 

territory), Hawai‘i (HELCO service territory), Maui, Lānaʻi and Molokaʻi (MECO service territory).   

For each school selected for participation in the SPS program, HECO Utilities donates a PV 

system and its generated electricity free of cost. Once a school is identified by its interest and 

compatible science curriculum, some of the considerations for grid-connected PV systems location 

include [10]: 

 Sunny area such that modules have southern exposure with no shading 

 Needs a roof with about 300-400 sq. ft. (accounts for module spacing, racking, and maintenance 

access) 

 Roof needs to support at least 500 to 1,000 lbs. 

 Flat or pitched roofs (21 degrees, facing south ideal) 

 Must not require re-roofing for at least 5 years 

 Accessible, secured roof 

 Visible roof from ground, if possible 

 

 Based mostly off of voluntary contributions, SPS has raised over $500,000 to supply project 

management,  engineering, billing, marketing and advertising since 1997.  Adding in government 

funding, the project has raised over $600,000 total [10].    

Within the first years of the program, many systems were installed by Ascension Technology, 

Inc. (ATI) which is operating now as Schott Solar Inc.  These systems featured dataloggers by Campbell 

Scientific, Inc ® that track wind speed, ambient temperature, plane of array solar insolation, and AC 

power.   Using a model CR500 series datalogger, these systems sample data readings every 2 seconds, 
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calculating and data-logging averages once every 15 minutes. Organized by month, the data is stored 

locally on the Campbell Scientific unit’s 2 megabyte flash memory awaiting HECO initiation of 

communications for data transfer.   The data is stored in plain text ASCII which can be transferred locally 

through RS232 communication or remotely over dial-up modem using proprietary software created by 

Campbell Scientific [11].   At approximately 140 kilobytes per monthly output file, 15-minute saved data 

can be stored internally for as long as 6 weeks without overwriting or deleting.   

 

Figure 2.1: Campbell Scientific CR510 datalogger  

Despite the quick sampling rate, the CR500 series dataloggers only output averaged data every 

15 minutes based on limited memory and processing capacity.  Due to unreliability of the dial-up 

modems used, remote communication was rarely possible.  Inconveniently, this required HECO to send 

someone out to manually download data with Campbell Scientific’s specific software at each respective 

site.  A manual visit at least every 6 weeks was necessary to ensure all data was collected.   

With the utility operators of the SPS program on Oʻahu, Maui and the Big Island operating 

independently, the subsequent years following the initial startup phase saw MECO and HELCO installing 

systems other than from Schott Solar Inc. [12].   These systems use different data upload techniques, 

sending information to a central off-site (mainland) server and limited access.  With varying sample 

rates, inaccessible raw data, and compatibility, the SPS project data became limited in usefulness.  To 

eliminate these problems UH/Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) was brought in to develop a new 

unified and consistent system that could be integrated into existing and new schools.   

Initially, the UH-SPS project was originally contracted by HECO to troubleshoot existing PV 

monitoring systems designed by Schott Solar Inc.  Under the “PV Demonstration Project,” engineering 

students were educated and trained though the “x96” design program of the UH Electrical Engineering 

department.  From the UH-SPS project, students were able to learn about and gain valuable hands-on 

experience with PV generation and data acquisition systems.  After years of troubleshooting similar 

issues at schools across Oʻahu, it became obvious that the closed, non-configurable program used by 

Schott Solar Inc. no longer satisfied the needs of the SPS program.  In 2008, the UH-SPS project 
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members began to develop their own open, customizable system.  Figure 2.2 below illustrates the top-

level network design of the new system created by the UH-SPS project team. 

 

Figure 2.2: Early mockup of the SPS network design by the UH-SPS project team. 

Utilizing modern technologies, the UH-SPS students designed a higher powered data acquisition 

system capable of collecting and storing more data and at an even faster pace.   Sampling at 1-second 

periods and combined with use of TCP/IP networking, this new system also provided the feature of real-

time monitoring.  Linked together through a central server database, information would be saved in a 

uniform format at a central location for analysis.    Using a reprogrammable development platform, the 

UH-SPS system was open for future changes or improvements making it a reliable and dynamic data 

acquisition system.  Table 2.1 below shows the comparison of the previous system by Schott Solar Inc. 

and the new system by the UH-SPS project team.  It can be seen that the system designed and 

constructed by the UH-SPS team is technically superior with faster processor, faster save rate, larger 

storage, faster communication and capable of real-time monitoring.    

Data 
Acquisition 
System Processor 

Save 
Rate 

Nonvolatile 
Storage Communication 

Real-Time 
Monitoring?  

Schott Solar Inc. 
2 MHz Hitachi 6303 
microprocessor 15-min 2 MB Dial-up modem No 

UH-SPS 
533 MHz Freescale 
MPC8347 processor  

1-sec/ 
15-min 2 GB  TCP/IP Yes 

Table 2.1: Schott Solar versus UH-SPS data acquisition system comparison. 
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A total of eight schools on Oʻahu were identified for installation of a new data acquisition from 

that would leverage modern technologies to bring new features into the program.   In 2009 I assumed 

the supervisory responsibilities of the UH-SPS project from Dr. Eric L. Miller along with the management 

responsibilities of the undergraduate students to complete this task.  Under my supervision, the 

students were organized into three divisions: Documentation, Hardware and Software teams.  

Combined with my significant contributions with each division and direct handling of network 

communication, the duties of design, construction, installation and troubleshooting were performed by 

the UH-SPS team at every school until completion.  Examples of my software contributions are found in 

Section 2.3 where a specialized “pre-conversion” configuration parameter was added for sensor 

compatibility; and the “initialize Transient” and “write Transient” VI duo that feature my novel 

“transient queue” process to capture a daily buffer of 1-second data.   

Four new school systems were built based on the UH-SPS design and four retrofits of older 

systems were replaced to establish compatibility with the updated systems.  Upon HECO approval of the 

new design, two types of installations were performed by the UH-SPS team: “retrofit” or replacement of 

an old existing data acquisition unit and “new,” in which no prior system was installed.  The four “new 

installation” and the four “retrofit installation” sites are as follows:  

“New Installations” 

Wheeler Middle School (Wahiawa, HI) 

Kawananakoa Middle School (Honolulu, HI) 

Washington Middle School (Honolulu, HI) 

Moanalua Middle School (Honolulu, HI) 

 

“Retrofit Installations” 

Castle High School (Kaneohe, HI) 

Kahuku High and Intermediate School (Kahuku, HI) 

Waipahu High School (Waipahu, HI) 
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Mililani High School (Mililani, HI) 

 

With the installations of the updated systems, measurements of AC power generation, 

insolation, wind speed and temperature are collected at all these eight SPS schools.  Power transducers, 

pyranometers, anemometers and temperature instrumentation, respectively were used to collect this 

data.  Section 2.1 explains the basic principle of operation and its interface to the data acquisition 

system (DAS) of these sensors.   

Under my administration, UH-SPS team split duties of the design, build, troubleshooting and 

deployment of the school installations between the Hardware, Software and Documentation teams.  

The Hardware team was responsible for the installation, building and troubleshooting of the DAS box 

and sensor instrumentation. The Software team was responsible programming, deploying, and 

troubleshooting of the cRIO.  The Documentation team was responsible for CAD drawings, photos, notes 

and manuals for whole project including site visits, lab build and tests and group meetings.  Details of 

the UH-SPS installation hardware, software and documentation are presented in following sections. 

2.1. Environment and Power monitoring hardware 

 

This section is broken up into three main parts. “Data Acquisition Hardware” is presented first 

and covers the components used to process and save data.  “Environmental Monitors” explains the 

sensors used and a brief description of the principle of operation.  Last is the “Installations Summary” 

which contains a table that displays the full instruments used at each of the eight SPS sites. 

 

2.1.1. Data Acquisition Hardware 

 

 The previous data acquisition hardware used in the SPS program was outdated and mostly 

malfunctioning at existing sites.  To replace these units, a new system was selected based on data 

collection, storage and transfer requirements. In the development of the new system by the UH-SPS 

team, the following design factors were considered:  
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1. Increase the resolution of the data acquisition system for transient analysis and real-time 

monitoring  

2. A reconfigurable system that allows for future updates and reliability 

3. More powerful hardware with more memory over the old system 

4. Compatibility with existing sensors for easy replacement of older systems 

5. Compatibility with previous save formats for HECO’s analysis models built for the older systems 

With these factors in mind, the UH-SPS team chose National Instruments’™ (NI) real-time 

development platform, CompactRIO ® (cRIO), to update the previous technology used by Schott Solar 

Inc.  The cRIO is a highly reconfigurable and modular control and acquisition device.  Contained within 

its package are a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) chassis, a real-time controller.  With a selection 

of I/O modules, the cRIO would provide adaptability to any type of installation retrofit or new.    

Running VxWorks, a “real-time” operating system, the cRIO is guaranteed to execute processes 

deterministically and in specific sequence [12].  This precise timing and command is vital to monitoring 

“real-time” data as records can be assured to sampled simultaneously and in sync.  In contrast to 

common operating systems such as Microsoft Windows or Macintosh OS that allow for out-of-order and 

non-uniform execution of processes which is designed to ensure stable usability rather than control.    

 

2.1.1a. Compact RIO Controller 

 

Every DAS at each school contains a NI cRIO-9022 real-time performance automation controller 

(PAC) featuring a 533 MHz Freescale MPC8347 processor with 256 megabytes (MB) DDR2 RAM and 2 

gigabytes (GB) of nonvolatile storage for programs and data.  Designed for rough, remote operation, the 

cRIO system (controller, chassis and I/O modules) is can be powered by a 9-35 VDC supply and can safely 

handle temperatures between -20 to 55°C.  A single USB 2.0 interface offers support for external hard 

drives for expanded memory or other supported devices.  A picture of the controller is shown in Figure 

2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: cRIO 9022 controller. 

Programmed over one of its two Ethernet ports, the cRIO does not require any additional or 

special connectors to interface with a modern personal computer.   These Ethernet ports also allow local 

and wide-area network connections to run web (HTTP) and file (FTP) services on the cRIO controller.  

Leveraging these services, a connection can be run through the web server to display live measurement 

results and a connection to the file service allows access to archived data stored within the nonvolatile 

memory.   Aside from server based data logging, the Compact RIO controller has built-in data logging 

capabilities. Data can be stored in memory in multiple formats, including CSV and XML, the chosen 

extension for signal configuration and calibration “virtual instruments” (VIs) detailed later in the paper.   

Embedded into the controller is the NI LabVIEW platform with a Real-Time engine.  The LabVIEW 

programming language is capable of performing tasks such as digital control with Boolean logic, 

advanced analog control such as PID and fuzzy logic, linear and nonlinear testing, modeling, and 

simulation.  The LabVIEW software development environment is centered on an implementation of the 

“G” graphical language.  The central feature of this language is the development of software by the 

connection of graphic blocks which represent functions with graphical “wires” that represent input and 

output data. The result looks and functions much like a traditional flow chart with the exception that 

many blocks of the LabVIEW “flowchart” can execute simultaneously.  In “G” any given block will 

execute as long as all of its inputs are available. Traditional flow controls such as loops are also provided 

and represented with a container graphic.  A wide variety of prebuilt function blocks are available and 

these provide a layer of abstraction between the programmer and the objects controlled.  

Programs/subroutines are saved as “.vi” or “virtual instrument” files that are made up of three 

components:  a “front panel” which contains interface controls and/or indicators, a program level “block 

diagram,” and a connector panel which represents the program’s graphic block with input and output 

nodes.  
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For the SPS DAS systems, the cRIO controller is run by a main VI called “Operator” developed 

using the LabVIEW platform by the UH project team.  This VI contains all of the functions of the code 

and provides the time loops for transient 1-second sampling and 15-minute averages. Figure 2.4 below 

displays important components of the Operator VI.  As seen on the left window is the “Block Diagram” 

containing the function blocks with its respective wires providing inputs and outputs.  Also in Figure 2.4, 

the right window shows the “Front Panel” view which is a graphical representation of the VI function 

blocks found “Block Diagram.”  The “Front Panel” contains virtual displays called “indicators” in LabView 

which graphically shows data being collected and saved internally by the cRIO system.  The functions of 

the Operator VI are covered in detail in Section 2.3.2.   

 

Figure 2.4: Operator VI block diagram (left) and front panel (right). 

 

2.1.1b. Compact RIO Chassis 

 

 While the controller is the brains of the cRIO system, the chassis (shown in Figure 2.5) provides 

the functional framework.  The chassis contains the reconfigurable I/O (RIO) FPGA giving the product 

line its “RIO” namesake.  Featuring a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA providing great processing power, the cRIO-
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9113 4 slot chassis was chosen specifically for the purpose of integrating the 9022 controller and user-

selected  I/O modules together for the best cost and usefulness.  With DIN rail mounting, the unit allows 

for secure and easy installs for the DAS box.   

 

Figure 2.5: NI-9113 cRIO chassis. 

 

2.1.1c. I/O Modules 

 

 New and retrofit schools utilized power and environmental sensors of varying types, so several 

different I/O modules were required for use in the project.  For new schools, the sensors had the ability 

to be purchased with compatibility in mind and were all chosen with a standard analog 0-5 V output.   

This allowed the selection of lower cost option of the NI-9205 analog input module that had 32 channels 

of single ended inputs or 16 channels of differential inputs which more than satisfied the 4 input needs.  

At retrofit schools an attempt was made to re-use the original sensors to avoid complicated re-installs, 

as rooftops and wires were difficult to reach.  This required the use of a more versatile module 

compatible with different input types and ranges, so the more costly NI-9219 4 channel universal analog 

module was chosen.  A feature packed sensor, the 9219 can measure current, voltage and resistance 

and offers built in support for thermocouple and RTD temperature sensors.   It also features quarter, 

half and full bridge modes bringing much more compatibility to numerous analog sensors.  Figure 2.6 

displays a picture the NI-9219 module.   
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Figure 2.6: NI-9219 4 channel universal analog module. 

 

2.1.2. Environment Monitors 

 

Each of the eight targeted sites included sensors for monitoring wind speed, temperature, solar 

insolation and power generation.  The sections below describe the sensors used to collect this data.   

 

2.1.2a. Power Transducer 

 An AC power transducer is used to measure the amount of power being produced by the solar 

array in kilowatts, converted from DC to AC through an on-site inverter system. The power transducer is 

comprised of a Hall Effect current sensing device, voltage sensor, and output signal conditioner.  The 

Hall sensor measures the amount of current passing near the sensor by utilizing the Hall Effect to create 

a proportional voltage.  The Hall Effect, discovered by Edwin Hall in 1879 [13], is the production of a 

potential difference in a current-carrying conductor when a magnetic field is applied.  This potential 

difference is read by the Hall sensor and a proportional signal is outputted. By use of internal circuitry, 

the power transducer then uses the data from the Hall sensor and the voltage sensor to calculate the 

power through the line.   

For the UH-SPS project, 1-phase and 3-phase power transducers were used at retrofit and new 

sites, respectively, since the old installations utilized single-phase inverters while the new schools 

incorporated three-phase inverters.  Using power transducers manufactured by CR Magnetics Inc. 

(shown in Figure 2.7), model CR-6210-150V-20A 1-phase 1-wire was installed at retrofit sites and model 

CR-6250-250V-5A 3-phase 4 wire (includes neutral line) were placed at new sites.  Retrofit sites’ 1-phase 

power lines are specified 120 VAC with maximum 12 AAC, so the CR-6210 rated 150 VAC and 20 AAC 
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sufficiently cover the full range of the system. New sites were specified at 208VAC with 5 AAC maximum, 

so the 6250 3-phase model also was within measurable range.  The 3-phase power transducer measures 

power at each line and then outputs the sum of these instantaneous totals.  Placed at the output end of 

the solar array, in the “PV Disconnect” box, the power transducers produce a 0-5 V signal linearly 

proportional to the power generated by the solar array.  As one exception at a retrofit installation, at 

Castle High School, an existing Elster AB1 power meter was salvaged for continued use. It outputs a 

digital frequency that is proportional to the power generated.   

  

 

Figure 2.7: CR6250 3-phase (left) and CR6210 1-phase (right) power transducers. 

2.1.2b. Ambient Temperature Sensor  

 

 The most common temperature sensing devices are thermocouple, thermistor, RTD or silicon 

(integrated circuit) sensors.  RTDs and thermistors are resistive based sensors which produce a 

resistance that is linear to the temperature.  RTDs use pure metals to read a wide range of temperatures 

(-250–750°C); a thermistor is typically made out of ceramics or polymers, and offers higher precision but 

within a smaller range (-100–550°C) than RTDs.  A thermocouple is a voltage based sensor that uses the 

principle of a junction of any dissimilar metals will cause a potential difference non-linearly proportional 

to temperature.  Offering a wider operating range of temperatures (-200– 2500°C) and cheaper than 

resistive sensors, thermocouples suffer from a lack of sensitivity (about ten millivolt per degree Celsius) 

which can prove difficult to read less than 1 degree Celsius.  Also a voltage based sensor, integrated 

circuit (IC) or silicon based sensors employ temperature sensitive diodes to output proportional analog 

or digital signals.  Commonly, IC sensors operate only between the ranges of -55–150°C but wider ranges 

can be obtained but at a much higher cost [14].   Thermistors, RTDs and IC type sensors are 
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recommended for ambient temperature readings by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 

[15].  To avoid direct solar radiation or localized heating, a radiation shield is attached to protect sensing 

elements.   

For typical ambient temperature readings in the UH-SPS project, retrofit schools had existing 

Campbell Scientific model 107 thermistors while new schools were installed with Novalynx Corporation 

210-301 integrated-circuit temperature sensors shown below in Figure 2.8.   

 

Figure 2.8: Novalynx 210-301 IC temperature sensor. 

 

2.1.2c. Pyranometer 

 

 A pyranometer is a device used to read the amount of sun radiation that reaches the solar array.   

Typically utilizing a silicon photodiode, the pyranometer measures “solar insolation” (W/m2) which 

describes the total amount of power available in a certain area over all wavelengths of the solar 

spectrum.  This represents an integration of the “solar irradiance” which represents the total incident 

power at a certain wavelength (W/m2/nm).   At noon, on a clear day, unobstructed sunlight reaches the 

Earth’s surface at approximately 1000 W/m2.   Placed within the same plane of array as the PV panels, 

the pyranometer instrument measures the solar power density of the site as a function of time.   

 Both new and retrofit sites were fitted with Apogee SP-110 pyranometers shown in Figure 2.9 

except for Castle High School which retained the existing LI-COR 200SZ.   
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Figure 2.9: Apogee SP-110 pyranometer. 

 

2.1.2d. Anemometer 

 

 Cup anemometers are the most commonly used sensors for wind speed measurement.  This 

instrument is comprised of three or four horizontal cups equally spaced on a vertical shaft for 2-

dimensional rotation parallel to the surface.  Since the cups are placed equally in a circle pattern, wind 

coming from any direction will force the cups to spin the anemometer.  This rotation is proportional to 

the wind speed over a given range and is outputted as a digital or analog signal.  Digital anemometers 

typically incorporate mechanical or electronic switches allowing for the generation of on-off pulses 

compatible with digital measurement of the rotation.  Within analog anemometers is typically a magnet 

in a coil that spins to induce a sine wave voltage with frequency proportional to wind speed [16].   

At each site both retrofit and new are #40 analog anemometers by NRG Systems Inc. pictured in 

Figure 2.10.  Since this instrument outputs a frequency proportional to wind speed, a compatible 

#SI5100 interface module from NRG for proportional 0-5 V signal installed to support analog output.  

 

Figure 2.10: NRG #40C anemometer. 
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2.1.3. Installations Summary 

 

Table 2.2 below displays the components found at the 8 SPS schools that had systems installed 

by UH/HNEI.   Nearly all components at the new schools were identical with the exception of Wheeler 

Middle School which featured a PV system consisting of a Sanyo HIT Power 190 PV modules and a single-

phase central inverter.  The rest of the new schools feature Sanyo HIT 205 PV modules with Enphase 

M210 three-phase microinverters.  The retrofit schools essentially feature the same PV modules as the 

Ascension SunSine 300 PV modules are simply rebranded ASE Americas ASE-300 PV modules [17].  The 

difference is that the SunSine modules feature an integrated microinverter by Ascension Technology 

(now Schott Solar Inc.) on the panel.    
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Table 2.2: List of SPS PV system and monitoring devices. 

School Type Photovoltaic System (10) Sanyo HIT Power 190 

Wheeler Middle School New Inverter (1) PVPowered 3500b

Power Transducer NK Techology APS1-24S-420-24L-FL

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature Novalynx Corporation 210-301

Anemometer NRG Systems #40C

School Type Photovoltaic System (10) Sanyo HIT Power 205 

Kawananakoa Middle School New Inverter (10) Enphase M210 microinverters

Power Transducer CR Magnetics CR6250-250-5

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature Novalynx Corporation 210-301

Anemometer NRG Systems #40C

School Type Photovoltaic System (10) Sanyo HIT Power 205 

Washington Middle School New Inverter (10) Enphase M210 microinverters

Power Transducer CR Magnetics CR6250-250-5

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature Novalynx Corporation 210-301

Anemometer NRG Systems #40C

School Type Photovoltaic System (10) Sanyo HIT Power 205 

Moanalua Middle School New Inverter (10) Enphase M210 microinverters

Power Transducer CR Magnetics CR6250-250-5

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature Novalynx Corporation 210-301

Anemometer NRG Systems #40C

School Type Photovoltaic System (8) Ascension SunSine 300

Castle High School Retro Inverter (8) Integrated SunSine 300 microinveters

Power Transducer Elster AB1

Pyranometer LI-COR 200SZ

Temperature BetaTherm 100K6A1B Thermistor

Anemometer NRG Systems #40

School Type Photovoltaic System (8) Ascension SunSine 300

Kahuku Middle/High School Retro Inverter (8) Integrated SunSine 300 microinveters

Power Transducer CR Magnetics CR6210-150-20

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature BetaTherm 100K6A1B Thermistor

Anemometer NRG Systems #40

School Type Photovoltaic System (8) ASE Americas ASE-300-DB/50-285

Waipahu High School Retro Inverter (1) Sunny Boy 2000HF-US

Power Transducer CR Magnetics CR6210-150-20

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature BetaTherm 100K6A1B Thermistor

Anemometer NRG Systems #40

School Type Photovoltaic System (8) ASE Americas ASE-300-DB/50-285

Mililani High School Retro Inverter (1) Sunny Boy 2000HF-US

Power Transducer CR Magnetics CR6210-150-20

Pyranometer Apogee SP-110

Temperature BetaTherm 100K6A1B Thermistor

Anemometer NRG Systems #40
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2.2 Data Acquisition System Box 

 

 A custom-made data acquisition system (DAS) box needed to be constructed for every school in 

the UH-SPS project. This first required the arduous tasks of component specification based on design 

requirements as well as component procurement.   After thorough design review and with much 

research in pricing and feature set, I found the instruments chosen in the previous section and the 

components for the DAS box to be the best products for our application.  Communicating with many 

vendors for price quotes, I was able to acquire the instruments for monitoring and parts for the DAS box 

through the paperwork of purchase orders (PO) per the regulations of the University of Hawai‘i.   

  With the cRIO platform as its base, the data acquisition box integrates the entire system into a 

single unit.  The main components enclosed inside the NEMA rated box is a 12V power supply, terminal 

strip, cRIO system, DC fused switch, AC switch, 12 V battery and an anemometer interface module.  

Figure 2.11 displays the design of the box.   
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Figure 2.11: DAS box layout designed by UH SPS project team. 

Building and bench-testing at an HNEI lab at UH, the UH-SPS team assembled the parts as shown 

in the CAD drawing of Figure 2.11.  Each DAS box was hand-built by the EE students using typical hand 

tools in addition to a Dremel ® rotary saw and a handheld drill.  At every build, proper lab safety 

practices were always stressed. For example, eye protection was required for students using the power 

tools and also for the others helping nearby.  Nearly every semester featured a different set of students 

to build the boxes.  As a result, it was necessary to develop rigorous training procedures to teach each 

new student about all component function within the box and about detailed installation procedures, 

including the safety precautions.    
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Each DAS box is powered by a standard 120VAC line. The AC power is connected via the AC 

switch to a 12 V-DC power supply unit to provide a steady 12 VDC source to cRIO and sensor 

components inside the box.  A 12V 8.5 amp-hour battery backup is also connected which the supply will 

automatically switch to in the event of a power interruption at the school.  In between the 12 V supply 

and all powered components is installed a DC switch box that has a custom built fuse circuit to provide 

protection in case of a power spike, as shown in Figure 2.12.  This mechanical DC switch on this box acts 

as a main power switch allowing shut-off of all the DC-powered internal box components.   

 

Figure 2.12: Power supply and DC switch with integrated fuse. 

A 12-terminal strip is built into the box to allow for simple wire connections.   This strip acts as an 

intermediary between the sensor connections, cRIO inputs and the power supply.  The terminal strip 

also allows for easy part replacement since components are not linked directly into each other.  The 

terminal strip and interconnections are shown in Figure 2.13 for the DAS box installed at Washington 

Middle School.  A full wiring diagram, specifically for the DAS boxes at the new installations sites, is 

shown in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.13: Installed data acquisistion box at Washington Middle School. 
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Figure 2.14: Full wiring diagram of new sites.  

 

 

2.3. Data Acquisition Software Design 

 

The Data Acquisition Software Design section is divided into two parts: Data Acquisition and 

Networking Overview which outlines collection and the interconnections of the SPS systems; and SPS 

Code which covers the functions of the Operator VI that runs on the DAS.  
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2.3.1. Data Acquisition and Networking Overview 

 

 Each of the SPS sites contains an autonomous data acquisition system, operating independently, 

typically dozens of miles from its nearest peer.   Connected through Ethernet over the school’s local area 

network (LAN) and then into the internet, the installations function as independent satellites for the SPS 

program, as illustrated in Figure 2.15.   In the new UH-SPS installations, data files are stored internally on 

the 2 GB nonvolatile memory until accessed remotely from the internet using FTP by a user from HECO 

or UH.   Communication is initiated inbound or traffic is going into the Hawai‘i Department of Education 

(DOE) Network from an outside UH or HECO user.  From Figure 2.15, this is inbound connection is 

indicated by the arrow from the UH/HECO user box into the internet, and then into the DOE network. 

Because of this inbound type of connection, ports of the DOE’s firewall or a protective network barrier 

between the internet and the DOE needed to be opened or else communication would not be available.  

To do this, I worked with the Hawai‘i Network Support Services Branch (NSSB) to open all of the 

necessary ports for our system.  Once these ports were approved and opened after tests on our device 

by the NSSB, communication was made available.   
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Figure 2.15: Network connection overview. 

At each installation, the acquired data is stored in two ways: 1-second samples organized by day 

in “TRANSIENT” files, and 15-minute averages of the 1-second samples organized by month.  Because of 

the high volume of samples, each “transient” file consumes approximately 5 MB.  This allows a buffer of 

30 days is stored information before data starts being overwritten.  The automatic data overwrite is 

programmed into the systems to prevent memory overflow and to save valuable drive space.   

 

2.3.2. SPS Code 

 

 All software was developed by the UH-SPS team using the LabVIEW platform as result of 

numerous design phases.  Countless hours were spent to create and refine the code so that it runs to 

project specifications with reliability in the field.  The core of the LabVIEW code was initially 

programmed by Dr. Eric Miller, with extensive revisions by myself along with assistance from x96 

undergraduate student members.  Examples of some my software contributions which have been 

essential to the success of the project are found section 2.3.2a and 2.3.2b.  Specifically, the addition of a 

“pre-conversion” parameter to the calibration process and the daily file management pair, “initialize 

transient” and “write transient.”   

Installed and run in every DAS is the real-time program named “Operator.vi”, designed and 

developed by the UH-SPS team as the highest level “Main” VI program, which makes numerous calls to a 

broad library of sub-routines, or “Sub-VIs”, also developed by the team. The data acquisition software 

was written for the purpose of acquiring real-time data through rapid 1-second sample rates as well as 

supporting HECO’s previous 15-minute data structure.  Of critical importance, by collecting and storing 

1-second data, previously unseen high resolution transients can be analyzed in grid-connected 

photovoltaic systems.  Set as a startup application, the “Operator.vi” program, whose control and 

display “front panel” is illustrated in Figure 2.16, automatically runs upon power up to ensure constant 

data acquisition even upon power interruption.   
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Figure 2.16: Front panel of Operator VI.  

 As illustrated in Figure 2.17, the “Operator” VI can be broken up into 3 main functional parts: 

initialization, 1-second acquisition, and 15-minute averaging.   Running continuously, these parts 

combine to run the DAS starting with the setup (initialization); sample, calculation and save (1-second 

acquisition); and 15-minute summary (15-minute averaging). 
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Figure 2.17: Block diagram of program divisions of initialization, acquisition and 15-minute average. 

 

2.3.2a. Initialization 

 

Performed only upon start-up, the initialization portion’s primary function is to load the 

configuration parameters found in the user-defined “config.xml” file.  Stored in local memory in 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) format, this file contains school information, sensor linear 

calibration constants, file directory paths, sample (seconds) and average save (minutes) rates, and 

transient buffer size (days).  Although many of the aforementioned parameters mostly remain constant 

for each installation, the system has the ability to be modified in case higher or lower resolution is 

desired.  The configuration file is stored in an XML plain text format for simplicity and compatibility with 

virtually any computer system.   By editing the desired parameter(s), changes can be made to the 

system without recompiling the program or the use of a LabVIEW development environment.  The Front 

Panel display of a specific sub-VI designed to display and/or modify parameters in the config.xml file is 

shown in Figure 2.18, specifically configured for the Kahuku installation. 

Initialization 

Acquisition 

15-minute Average 
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Figure 2.18: Kahuku configuration file. 

As seen in Figure 2.18, the configuration file allows for input of calibration ranges and 

coefficients for each of the measured signals at each site. To expand compatibility with the different 

sensor types at some of the installations, a “pre-conversion” parameter was inserted as part of the 

calibration process.  Tailored from encountered conditions, a selectable set of options are available 

within the configuration panel.   This was an essential feature as some sensors required more than just a 

linear calibration.  For example, to obtain a temperature from a thermistor sample required the use of 

the Steinhart-Hart equation, a third-order polynomial equation.  A “pre-conversion” selection of 

“therm1” would send raw sensor measurements through a custom thermistor VI to return a 

temperature.  Other functions include “clip 0” which was used for pyranometer measurements to clip 

off values less than 0 caused by noise.    

 

Initialize Transient VI 

 

 Also contained within the initialization phase is the “initialize transient” VI which I specifically 

wrote as a compliment to the “write transient” VI discussed in the following section on the acquisition 

phase.  Using my novel approach, the purpose of these VIs is to manage and maintain a transient buffer 
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allowing for effective and efficient acquisition and storage of the 1-second data, a critical new feature of 

the UH-SPS systems.  In prior versions of the code, the transient file was a single file with no size limit.  

This transient file quickly developed in size over time, overloading the memory. This lack of storage 

management caused the system to stop and rendered the system useless until reformat of the system.   

 The “initialize transient” VI creates an internal “transient queue” necessary for the organization 

and management of the 1-second data files.  Employing built-in LabVIEW queue functions, the VI checks 

for any previous “transient_log.txt” which contains a 1-dimensional array of transient file names saved 

within the cRIO memory.  If the file exists, the VI will read from the file and create an internal queue 

exactly as written in the file – an empty line constant will produce an empty queue element.  As stored 

in the log file, the oldest values are inserted first and the newest, last – “first in, first out” or FIFO 

prioritization. If the log file does not exist, it will skip to the next section to start with an initially empty 

queue.   

 

Figure 2.19: Queue visualization displaying my novel approach in creating a buffer for the daily transient 

files. 

 

Determining which files need to be created or overwritten, the VI then compares the transient 

queue size with the configuration size by subtracting the former from the latter. This yields three cases:  

a positive return, queue size greater by x; a negative return, queue size lesser by x; and 0, the queue size 

equal to the configuration size.  When the queue size is greater, the code dequeues or removes 

elements from front of the queue (oldest value) one at a time using a for loop set for x amount of times.  

Right after an element is dequeued, the corresponding file name searched in memory and is removed, if 

found.  If the queue size is less than configuration, the code runs another for loop, it enqueues or adds 

empty string constants to the back of the queue for x amount of iterations.  If the queue size is equal to 
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the configuration, the buffer is the correct size and moves onto the last part of the subroutine.   After 

the desired queue size (transient buffer size) is loaded into memory the VI deletes the previously saved 

queue and rewrites it with the newly created queue.  It performs this deletion and rewrite rather than 

overwrite to ensure a correct transient log in case the new queue is shorter than the previous.  In this 

case, if simply overwritten and not replaced, the log will still retain the larger queue size.  After this the 

subroutine is completed, the proper transient queue size ready for the “write transient” VI contained in 

the next phase.  The block diagram of the “initialize transient” VI is shown in Figure 2.20. 

 

Figure 2.20: Initialize transient VI block diagram. 

2.3.2b. Acquisition 

 

 Contained with timed-loop that was shown in Figure 2.17 is the acquisition phase controlling the 

acquisition and management of the 1-second data.  Set at 1-second cycles, the acquisition phase 

performs sensor sampling, calibration, calculations and writing of “transient” data.   The acquisition 

phase of the code begins with sensor measurements all performed simultaneously.  This raw data is 

then fed into a custom “calibration” VI which performs linear calibrations and pre-conversions set by the 

configuration file.  Using the calibrated data, all 4 sensor data is combined with a timestamp into a single 

string becoming a data record.  This data record serves two primary purposes: it is inputted to the “write 

transient” VI and is hardwired to a shared variable node called “Cal_Data_Record.”  Through the TCP/IP 

based shared variable protocol, a data record is not only shared locally but has the added ability of being 
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shared to remote projects in real time – bringing live, real-time streaming data monitoring.  Figure 2.21 

shows the Block Diagram of the 1-second acquisition loop, pointing out the creation of the data record 

and subsequent feeding into the “write transient” sub-VI as well as into the “Cal_Data_Record” 

(arrowed in blue) Shared Variable node.  

 

Figure 2.21: Acquisition segment of Operator VI.  

 

Write Transient VI 

  

 Once a data record is created, it is immediately sent into “write transient” VI.  The purpose of 

this sub-VI is to write the transient record to file every second and organize records by day while 

maintaining the proper buffer size.  I developed this subroutine specifically to perform this duty by first 

comparing the newest date in the queue (backend) with the current date.  If the day is equal to the 

current day, the VI will move to write the current record.  Using the current date, the subroutine checks 

if a transient data file under that name already exists; if so, the VI adds the record at the end of that 

existing file.  Otherwise, it creates a new file under the current date and writes the record at the end of 

the file.  As part of this process, the management of new file creation and old file overwrites is 

performed with the help of the transient file queue that was illustrated in Figure 2.19. 
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If the latest saved date is not the current date, then the “write transient” VI creates a new file to be a 

written to.  Before this happens though, the VI performs housekeeping on the buffer by enqueuing the 

current date into the end of the buffer and dequeuing the oldest date at the front to maintain the 

configured queue size.  Once the oldest date leaves the queue its corresponding file is searched for 

immediate deletion.   The Block Diagram for this entire process is illustrated in Figure 2.22. 

 

 

Figure 2.22: Write transient VI. 

2.3.2c. 15-minute averages 

 

 The 15-minute average portion of the program is included to comply with the previous standard 

of logging data in the original SPS installations.  To perform the required averaging, the LabVIEW code 

employs a timed loop with a 60 second period.  Sampled once per minute, the loop finds the sum of 

consecutive data points and calculates the average after 15 iterations for all inputs.  Similar to the “write 

transient,” each 15 minute average sensor sample is combined and appended with a timestamp into a 

single data record string.   This string is written to the end of the file named after the current month and 

year, if it exists.  If it does not, a new file is created with HECO’s legacy data file header at the top and 

the new data record is written to the end of the file.  The end result is a monthly record identical to the 

previous DAS format.  The entire process Block Diagram for the 15-minute average function is illustrated 

below in Figure 2.23. 
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Figure 2.23: 15-minute averaging loop. 

 

 

2.4. Preparations and Site Deployment  

 

 Before a DAS box is built, a site visit is performed at the school to assess the areas in use for the 

system.  For retrofit schools this provides a chance to see the condition of the sensors, wiring and the 

area of the previous system.  For new schools it provides a chance to see the area for the sensors on the 

roof and evaluate where the box will be mounted inside.   Comprehensive notes and photos are 

collected at each site visit by the documentation team.  Rough sketches and designs by the hardware 

team are also performed on site as well.  This detailed documentation is critical to our project for 

compiling user manuals for the schools and also for our own review.  With a strict operating window at 

schools (Monday-Friday, 8 am – 4 pm) and with the students’ busy class schedules falling within the 

same period, trip scheduling proved a challenge.  Because of this, efficient production of detailed 

documentation through inter-team efforts at UH was essential for planning of installations and 

troubleshooting.    

Once a box is completed on the bench scale at UH, it first goes through rigorous testing before 

installation at a school.  The bench scale build and testing process conducted by student team members 

is pictured in Figure 2.24.   For new site installs, sensors are installed on to the rooftop of our lab 

building and wires are connected into our box back in the lab.  For retrofit site installs, a software 

emulation of sensors is run within the code to mimic real conditions.  Running continuously for a week, 

the software and hardware are verified to be working properly.  The testing also allows for a dry-run for 
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the EE students before reaching the actual site install.  This helps to ensure site deployments are 

performed as smoothly as possible.   

 

Figure 2.24: Undergraduate EE students building and testing of DAS box at the HNEI labs in UH. 

 When a DAS box is successfully tested, it is ready for installation at a school.  At this time, as the 

UH project coordinator, I would work closely with the UH-SPS team, HECO and the designated SPS 

officials at each school to schedule a visit date.  Upon arrival, the attending members are split up to 

minimize the time spent at the typically busy school.  One group is sent to the roof to setup sensors 

while the other stays downstairs to replace or install the box typically located in a nearby utility room.  

Before any wires are touched, all fuses and disconnects pertaining to the system are turned off.  As a 

precaution, it is stressed to every member to check for any live power first-hand using a multimeter 

before they handle any wires – every time.  When power is verified to be inactive, a DAS box is fully 

mounted in a matter of minutes.  Since the box is prebuilt, an AC power line is connected through the 

AC disconnect switch and the sensor wires are connected through the terminal strip.  Ensuring the 

sensors wires are correctly identified, however, could sometimes prove to be troublesome, particularly 

in retrofit schools.   

At retrofit schools, wires were often left unlabeled so careful coordination with rooftop 

members was crucial to match wire ends.  To distinguish each wire, both ends are disconnected at the 

box and on the roof, and then a 12 V signal is applied at the box end using the supply from the DAS box.  

The members on the roof then test each wire using a multimeter until 12 V is found.  Once detected, the 

members communicate over 2-way radio or cell phone to move to the next wire until all wires are all 
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discovered and labeled.  At new schools, the process is much easier.  With color coded wires, it is simply 

a matter of color coordination.  After identifying rooftop and box wires, the documentation team 

members take note of the labels for later CAD renderings to be included in the school’s manual.  Figure 

2.24 depicts team members working on the wire identification and documentation procedure. 

 

Figure 2.25: Undergraduate students and I (left) discussing the documentation of the wiring. 

 When the wiring is complete, it is then the software team’s responsibility to deploy the cRIO 

unit.  In this process, a customized version for the school is created using a template of the latest code 

developed in our lab.  A startup VI is setup on the cRIO to automatically start the code whenever the 

unit is powered on to ensure it is constantly capturing data.  Once the software is completely deployed, 

the team works together on the roof and downstairs once again to perform calibrations.  The next two 

subsections cover sensor calibration and troubleshooting process.   

2.4.1. Sensor Calibration  

 

 The most involved portion of the installation is the calibration process.  To perform this we split 

up the team into the rooftop and downstairs (with the DAS box) groups.  The tools used for calibration 

include an ice bucket, reference pyranometer (a calibrated Apogee SP-110) and handheld weather 

sensor that measures temperature and wind speed.  Each sensor is uniquely calibrated with one or more 

of these tools.   
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2.4.1a. Power Transducer 

 

Every school except for the Castle High School features a new power transducer by CR 

Magnetics.  Using the single and three phase power transducers specified in section 2.1.2 the units were 

assigned calibrations verified by CR Magnetics and Elster.   

2.4.1b. Ambient Temperature Sensor 

 

 The temperature sensor is calibrated by measuring two points, freezing (0°C) and ambient.  

First, the ambient temperature is read using our handheld weather sensor while reading the raw signal 

of the temperature sensor and recorded.  After that, the freezing point is measured by removing the 

sensor from its radiation shield housing.  It is then dipped into the ice bath (ice bucket with water) 

where it is known to be at 0°C and the raw signal is recorded.   Once the two points are recorded, the 

measurements are then verified with the manufacturers’ specification.  For both retrofit and new 

schools, the calibration matched up with the manufacturers’ specification (new) or the predicted 

thermistor value (retrofit) using the Steinhart-Hart equation.   

 

2.4.1c. Pyranometer 

 

 All but one school, Castle High School, were installed with new Apogee SP-110 pyranometers.   

For most of the retrofit schools, the originally installed pyranometers were malfunctioning or damaged 

and it was necessary for replacement.  In the case of Castle High School, a LI-COR 200SZ pyranometer 

was able to be salvaged.  To calibrate this sensor, a reference SP-110 pyranometer was used side by side 

with the installed sensor, and raw signals from each were recorded.  Measured with multimeters, 

samples were recorded every 10 seconds for one minute with two pairs of students, one for each 

pyranometer.  Using the SP-110’s known calibration, the 200SZ’s raw signal was calibrated using the 

recorded data points.  Project team members working on the rooftop installation and calibration of a 

pyranometer sensor is pictured in Figure 2.25. 
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Figure 2.26: Installation of rooftop sensors by team members at Kawananakoa Middle School. 

2.4.1d. Anemometer 

 

 All schools in the SPS program feature NRG #40 anemometers.  While the new schools feature a 

newer model, the sensors are functionally identical.  All the units also include a #SI5100 pulse counter 

by NRG to convert the digital signal to an analog signal proportional to wind speed.  Using the handheld 

weather sensor, the wind speed is sampled every 10 seconds for one minute while the anemometer is 

sampled at the same time and recorded.  Using the data, the calibration specified for the pulse counter 

is verified.  For every school the calibration was found to be accurate. 

 

2.4.2. Troubleshooting 

 

By far, the most time consuming procedure on-site was troubleshooting.  In areas of hardware, 

software and networking, different issues always arose at every site.  In an effort to recycle existing 

sensors at retrofit schools, attempts were made to interface these instruments with our DAS.  After 

many creative ideas by the project team, it was determined that much of the previous devices were 

faulty and the countless hours of troubleshooting simply served to identify device replacement as the 

only solution.  Another example was at Mililani High School, where a problem with the network did not 
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allow for any internet connectivity for months.  With on-site help with the Hawai‘i Department of 

Education’s Network Support Services Branch (NSSB) it was finally revealed that the code had originally 

assigned the wrong network configuration information, which was then corrected.  This came after 

weeks of exchanges between the NSSB. 

  

2.5. Status of Data Collection 

 

As a result of the project efforts, both standard 15-minute averaged data as well as transient 1-

second data are being continuously collected and stored at Wheeler Middle School, Castle High School, 

Kahuku High & Intermediate School, Kawananakoa Middle School, Mililani High School, Washington 

Middle School and Moanalua Middle School.  This allows for data analysis of the solar resource across 

Hawai‘i and the potential impact of large-scale deployment of PV power to the electric grid.   
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3. Discussion  

 

 In this chapter case studies are given to show the significance of real-time data to power 

companies and the possibility for analysis using transient data for solar researchers.   In Hawai‘i, there 

have been very few PV systems in which any data, let alone high speed data, has been collected.  

Recognized in a 2006 report by the Hawai‘i DBEDT *10+, the SPS program is “…the only photovoltaic 

program for which total installed costs and electrical output data are publicly available…” for the state of 

Hawai‘i.  Improving upon the already well regarded SPS program was the installation of a new system 

developed by the UH-HNEI project team.  Supervised by  Dr. Eric Miller of HNEI, and coordinated by 

myself during the course of my thesis work,  eight SPS monitoring installations were built and tested 

based on new standardized instrumentation, hardware and software, including new high-speed data 

acquisition and storage systems.  Creating a unified system, measurements of PV output power 

generation, insolation, wind speed and temperature are collected and saved every second in a 

“transient” data log, with 15 minute averages also saved in a separate log.  The real-time data from 

these installations is readily available for monitoring, and is server-ready for automated communication 

which is vital for future smart grid integration.  The transient data generated by the SPS program is of 

particular interest for power companies, where real-time data is vital for smart grid implications; the SPS 

data is also of interest to solar researchers, since analysis of PV performance and correlation with 

environmental statistics is important to the optimization of PV technologies and systems.   

 

 

3.1. Case Study 1: PV Transient Power 

 

To highlight the importance of the SPS data, in particular the transient 1-second data, it is 

instructional to consider a few case studies based on actual data collected at some of the SPS sites since 

installation of the new UH-HNEI data acquisition/monitoring systems.  Figure 3.1(a), (b), and (c) show 

plots of the total power output, from 6 am to 7 pm on a mostly sunny day, with a chance of light clouds 

of three SPS PV stations. In each plot, the solid blue line represents data taken every second with the 

red dots representing 15 minute averages.  In Figure 3.1(d), the sum of the power generation from each 
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of the systems into the grid is shown.  Standard deviation subplots calculated from 15-minute averages 

of transient data are presented to the right of each graph to show the variability in 15-minute samples.  

Figure 3.2 provides a map that clearly displays the geographic location of the schools with Kahuku High 

& Intermediate School, Castle High School and Washington Middle School at positions A, B, and C, 

respectively.   

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3.1: Transient and 15-minute AC power production (kW) into the grid between 6 am and 7 pm on 

June 14, 2011 by Kahuku High & Middle School (a), Castle High School (b), Washington Middle School (c) 

and the sum of all three (d).  Standard deviations (kW) of 15 minute periods are also shown to the right 

subset of the graphs. 
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Figure 3.2: Map of Oʻahu displaying geographic location of Kahuku High & Intermediate School (A), 

Castle High School (B) and Washington Middle School (C). 

As expected, overall there is a steady increase in power generation from the morning to the 

peak production at noon followed by a steady decline into the evening.  However, by-the-second data 

shows us that in reality, even on a sunny day, there are significant fluctuations in power generation.  

This demonstrates that 1-second data collection tracks the transient behavior much more accurately 

than 15-minute averaging and thus is more suitable for use in future smart grid systems.   

Out of the three, Castle High School shows the most variation in AC power generation as 

compared to the other two schools.  This site’s standard deviation plot displays consistently high values 

proving an unstable power production on a sunny day.   This difference in production is most likely due 

to the intermittent cloud cover.  Geographically, Castle High School (point B in Figure 3.2) is located in 

Kāneʻohe or the “windward” side of Oʻahu.  This area is typically known for wetter or cloudier conditions 
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than the rest of the island due to the nearby Ko‘olau Mountain Range and trade winds coming in from 

the north-east [18].   

On the other hand, Washington Middle School showed stable power production and small 

standard deviations in the afternoon.  While Washington Middle School generates the steadiest power 

in the afternoon, the morning variability was the greatest of all three schools with a standard deviation 

close to 0.6 kW.  In Figure 3.1(d), the sum of the three sites is profiled.  When joined, the overall plots 

are even more varied, displaying higher standard deviations.  This shows enhanced sensitivity and 

greater fluctuations to production when more PV is added together on the grid.   

With power generation dipping in a matter of minutes or seconds, it is important to pinpoint 

these drops.  For a power company, these losses in production while relatively short, would throw off 

the balance of the grid.  The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) mandates Low Voltage Ride-

Through (LVRT) for large grid-connected power generators greater than or equal to 20 MW in its Order 

661-A.  It states that grid-connected power generators must have a power factor between -0.95 to 0.95 

and may only drop 0.15 per-unit (p.u.) voltage for a maximum of 0.625 seconds and a drop to 0 for a 

maximum of 0.15 seconds [19].  Therefore it is vital to have real-time data polling to keep grid power 

steady and adhere to the LVRT mandate. 

To combat these dips, it is vital to use battery backup in addition to PV and other renewables.  

Combined with an intelligent system, a power company could use quick, real-time monitoring data to 

solve these intermittency problems by dynamically balancing power when these drops occur.  Utilizing 

SPS data, models can be developed to assist in the design and implementation of smart grid systems in 

Hawai‘i.   

 

3.2. Case Study 2: PV Efficiency Loss 

 

The SPS data collected is also useful in the detailed evaluation of performance and degradation 

in the different PV technologies installed at the various SPS sites.  As an example, it is interesting to 

consider the data collected at Kahuku, an older installation using polycrystalline silicon EFG technology 

(Ascension SunSine 300) versus Washington, a new installation using hybrid monocrystalline and 

amorphous silicon HIT technology (Sanyo HIT Power 205N).  Figure 3.3(a) and (b) compares the 
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theoretical output power and the actual output power on June 14, 2011 at Kahuku High & Intermediate 

School and Washington Middle School, respectively.  Using measured insolation (also included in Figure 

3.3(a) and (b)) and manufacturers’ specified efficiencies and areas, the projections were calculated by 

the formula: projected PV power = efficiency * (insolation * total cell area) [W/m2 * m2].   For Kahuku, an 

efficiency of 11% and a total cell area of 17.28 m2 (8 x 2.16 m2) were used [20].  For Washington, 16.3% 

efficiency and 12.6 m2 (10 x 1.26 m2) total area were used [21].   

  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 3.3: Kahuku High & Intermediate School (a) and Washington Middle School (b) projected versus 

actual PV power generation (kW) for June 14, 2011.  Projections were based on measured insolation 

(W/m2), also included on each graph.  

 

From the data in 3.3(a), the actual measured power output by the system in Kahuku does not 

meet the predicted output power that was derived from calculation.  On the other hand, in 3.3(b), the 

Washington system performs very closely to the predicted power production.  A factor to consider with 

each site is that the Kahuku system is a retrofit school, over a decade old; and the Washington system is 

a new install, operable for less than a year.   

At Kahuku, the reasons for the discrepancy in efficiency include environmental sensitivity of the 

technology and possibly age and/or maintenance as well.  The SunSine 300 PV modules and integrated 

microinverters installed at Kahuku use polycrystalline EFG PV technology.  At peak performance hours, 

approximately 10 am to 2 pm, the system appears to be least efficient as the difference in projected and 

actual generation is the largest.  One critical factor is the temperature effect on PV cells, where 
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efficiency decreases as temperature increases [22].  Figure 3.4 illustrates the dependence of current-

voltage characteristics of the polycrystalline technology as a function of temperature [25].  The green 

line clearly shows better performance at 25°C rather than the violet line at 50°C for a fixed insolation of 

1000 W/m2.  The performances shown are based upon temperatures in the cell rather than ambient, 

which is collected in the SPS program.   

 

Figure 3.4: I-V characteristics of SunSine 300 PV cell based on temperature and insolation [25]. 

Another limiting factor in performance is the system degradation caused by time. The Kahuku 

site features a lifetime of about 20 years [22].  At over 10 years old, the system has already reached its 

half-life and cannot be expected to be operating at its original potential.  Also affecting performance 

could be the lack of maintenance of the PV system.  With natural dust, sand, bird droppings or any other 

debris accumulating over a decade on the surface of the PV panels, a portion of total light will be 

blocked out.  This can present a significant drop in the total efficiency of the modules [24].  With 

continued analysis, the SPS data can help in the evaluation of the different degradation mechanisms for 

each technology, and help identify the PV technologies most appropriate for use in Hawai‘i. 

Displaying significantly less of a discrepancy between projected and actual PV power generation 

is the system found at Washington.  Counter to system at Kahuku, the Washington site has less than a 

year of use and also contains the newer Sanyo HIT Power PV modules.  Table 3.1 displays a comparison 

of the specifications of the modules featured at Kahuku and Washington.  These panels feature better 

temperature performance and are advertised to produce 10% or more electricity over conventional 

crystalline silicon [21].  The HIT Power modules are specified to have a temperature coefficient (Pmax) of -

0.336%/°C which is much lower than -0.47%/°C of the SunSine PV modules at Kahuku [25].   
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Module  Ascension SunSine 300 Sanyo HIT Power 205N 

Rated Power (Pmax) 300 W 205 W 

Maximum Power Voltage (Vpm) 50.6 V 40.7 V 

Maximum Power Current (Ipm) 5.9 A 5.05 A 

Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) 63.2 V 50.3 V 

Short Circuit Current (Isc) 6.5 A 5.54 A 

Temperature Coefficient (Pmax) -0.47%/°C  -0.336%/°C  

Table 3.1: Manufacturer’s specifications of PV modules found at Kahuku (SunSine) and Washington (HIT) 

sites. 

 

In conclusion, these two case studies show that real-time data acquisition is a useful tool for 

evaluating performance of a PV system. Case study 1 showed that real-time 1-second data retrieval 

provides the resolution required for smart grid technology. Case study 2 showed that the data 

acquisition was also capable of providing useful information to those conducting research on module 

performance as a function of time and environmental conditions.  Solar researchers can appreciate the 

greater level of detail presented by transient data.  With the finer precision of data given by the real-

time monitoring, analysis such as those found in these case studies is possible.  
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4. Conclusions and Future Improvements 

 

The project work described in this thesis comprised the design, construction and installation of 

eight new high speed data monitoring systems by a project team at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa 

for the HECO Sun Power for Schools program.  This work was performed in conjunction with a project 

team at UH coordinated by faculty and graduate students at HNEI, and including undergraduate 

engineering students through the “PV Demonstration Project” under the Electrical Engineering (EE) 

Department’s x96 design program. The data systems were developed and deployed to enable real-time 

monitoring and transient system analysis of PV performance and power generation under varying 

environmental conditions in Hawai‘i.  The goal of the efforts was to establish standard and reliable rapid 

PV monitoring systems across Hawai‘i to facilitate the development of statewide mapping of the time-

varying solar resource and to provide a better understanding of the impacts of PV power integrated into 

current grid systems or possible future smart grid systems.   

Taking over the administrative duties from Dr. Eric L. Miller in the Fall of 2009, I have been in 

charge of planning, management and execution of the UH-HNEI part of the Sun Power for Schools 

program as part of my Master’s Thesis responsibilities.  While overseeing the UH-SPS project team, I was 

personally involved in all software, hardware, networking, documentation and outreach development 

activities.  A particular example of my software contributions was the writing of a LabVIEW® programs 

responsible for daily collection of 1-second data that controls and organizes the saved transient data, 

named “initialize transient” and “write transient,” which have been described in Chapter 2.  Project 

management and student mentoring were also important responsibilities.  In a 2 years span I have 

taught, mentored and administered over 30 students organized into 3 divisions: Documentation, 

Hardware and Software teams.   

The most rewarding portion of my graduate work has been the teaching and helping of others.   

A few of my colleagues and former students have joined other projects such as the Green Holmes Hall 

Initiative (GHHI) where research in renewables and smart grids are also performed.  Sharing my 

knowledge of data acquisition, I have helped with the procurement of some of the hardware used in 

their project.  I have also lent my experience in NI’s LabVIEW to help members of GHHI write their own 

programs.  At HNEI, I have also provided some assistance for data acquisition in power quality research 
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where data acquisition is necessary.  For both GHHI and the HNEI power quality research, some of our 

earlier UH-SPS code has been adapted to run on each application.   

 While the DAS installed at the eight SPS schools are all operational and collecting data, 

improvements can be made to the system.  Currently, all data is stored locally and communication is 

initiated inbound requiring a user to manually transfer data.  Ideally a central-server would provide 

advantages that the current system does not have.  Unfortunately the cost of administration and 

maintenance for a single, unifying server made it unfeasible to the UH-SPS project team.  However, the 

UH-SPS system was designed with the ability to be integrated into a future central-server setup.  A mock 

up the showing the UH-SPS systems utilizing a central server database is shown in Figure 4.1.   

 

Figure 4.1: Rendering of SPS program with proposed central-server integration.  

An autonomous transfer of data by satellite sites to a central location would be possible and 

making individual connections to schools no longer necessary.  This would greatly ease the process of 

acquiring data for analysis by centralizing data into a single site with the additional benefit of simpler 

cross-network connectivity.  A user would only need to connect to the central-server to access the full 

resource of the SPS program –archives of transient and averaged data and the ability of viewing 

streaming real-time monitoring could also be available.   
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It is anticipated that the new system installed by the UH project team for the SPS program 

sparks a new evolution of real-time monitoring and data acquisition systems for renewable in Hawai‘i. 

From the data already being collected at the SPS sites, interesting data can be gained such the variability 

of real-time PV power displayed by transient data and the comparative performance of different 

technologies found at various SPS sites.  Having more units in place will benefit the creation of a 

comprehensive data base of the solar resource in Hawai‘i and the implications to large scale grid 

penetration of solar power.   With a more informed development of solar and other renewable 

resources in the state, a future with smarter and greener technologies will be made possible.   
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